
Sanitaryware
Collection
An integral part of any bathroom, 
our sanitaryware gives you the 
freedom to express your own 
unique style.
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From simple and compact to elegant and contemporary, our designs have all 
the features that you want in an ultra-modern bathroom or cloakroom. What’s 
more, our high quality basins, pans and cisterns can all fit comfortably with 
our stylish furniture units. Tight for space? You can create an illusion of more 
floor space by choosing a basin with a semi pedestal, while other basins have 
generous surrounds for toiletries.

Our pan options are designed to give you a stunning yet practical look.

Compact
With a reduced projection from 
the wall, it is ideal for the smaller 
bathroom.

Wall-hung
Saves space and makes the fl oor 
easier to clean.

Back-to-wall
Combine with our back-to-wall 
furniture units to conceal all 
pipework and give a neat fi nish.

Flush-to-wall
Aesthetically pleasing and provides 
concealed pipework, leaving fewer 
places for dust to collect – making 
the bathroom easier to clean.

Semi Flush-to-wall
Conceals unsightly pipework and is 
easy to install.

Comfort Height 
Increased pan height makes it a 
practical option for the taller person 
or those who have mobility concerns.

Whatever your budget 
range or individual 
bathroom style, 
our sanitaryware 
collection has 
something 
for everyone. 
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The deep curve of the 
basin provides additional 
washing space.

LANGDON I
Show your bathroom a little 
love with the cool chic of the 
new Langdon sanitaryware range. 
The range features two curvy 
basin styles, with fi ve co-ordinating 
pan designs to choose from. 

MIX &
MATCH

NEW

All prices include VAT at 20%. 

540mm 1 Tap Hole Basin 
and Full Pedestal
H900 x W540 x D490mm
CAL002  £125

Flush-to-wall Pan and Cistern
Including soft-close seat and 
fixing kit featuring fully equipped 
factory-fitted cistern with water- 
saving dual-flush mechanism
H820 x W381 x Projection 640mm
CAL003  £355

Back-to-wall Pan
Including soft-close seat and fixing kit
H410 x W380 x Projection 520mm
CAL005  £222
Suitable for use with back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

LANGDON II
Those with a keen eye for 
detail will notice that the two 
basins have subtly different 
profiles to co-ordinate 
perfectly with the pan designs. 

Same deep curved basin 
with a stepped profile for 
an alternative look.

MIX &
MATCH

Basin and Cistern flush button feature 
Hudson Reed branding

MIX &
MATCH

The Langdon I and II to 
create a modern bathroom 
with soft curves

NEW

540mm 1 Tap Hole Basin 
and Full Pedestal
H900 x W540 x D490mm
CBU002  £125

Flush-to-wall Pan and Cistern
Including soft-close seat and 
fixing kit featuring fully equipped 
factory-fitted cistern with water- 
saving dual-flush mechanism
H820 x W381 x Projection 640mm
CBU003  £319

Back-to-wall Pan
H410 x W380 x Projection 520mm
CBU005  £185
Suitable for use with
back-to-wall units
(see pages 34-52)

Wall-hung Pan
Including soft-close seat and fixing kit
H520 x W380 x Projection 415mm
CBU004  £185
Suitable for use with Concealed 
Cistern Wall-hung Frame 
(see page 30)
XTY015  £199

Mirrors
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Back-to-wall Pan
Including soft-close seat
H410 x W350 x 
Projection 520mm
NCR306  £223
Suitable for use with
back-to-wall units
(see pages 34-52)

Basin and Full Pedestal
H870 x W600 x D400mm
CFA002  £139

Flush-to-wall Pan and Cistern
Including soft-close seat. Featuring 
fully equipped factory-fitted cistern
with water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism
H820 x W350 x Projection 650mm
CFA003  £381

All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk. 

FARNHAM
Strike the ideal balance between contemporary 
square and more organic curved designs with the 
new Farnham sanitaryware range. The generous 
600mm basin has a soft square profile, and is the 
perfect match for the wall-hung, back-to-wall and 
close-coupled back-to-wall pan and cistern options.

Wall-hung Pan
Including soft-close seat
H385 x W350 x 
Projection 520mm
CFA004  £229
Suitable for use with Concealed 
Cistern Wall-hung Frame 
(see page 30)
XTY015  £199

Basin and Cistern flush button feature 
Hudson Reed branding

 Soft square design for a contemporary 
feel with plenty of washing space.

NEW Mirrors
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585mm  

All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk. 

GRANGER
This practical range off ers 
two basin styles, with the 
larger option featuring 
handy space for toiletries. 
Available in space-saving 
wall-hung or classic 
fl oor-mounted styles, this 
slimline range is a must 
for the bathroom.

Basin and Cistern flush button feature 
Hudson Reed branding

Wider than standard basin to 
offer additional washing space.

850mm basin offers extra 
worktop for toiletries.

520mm wide basin, ideal for 
smaller bathrooms.

Square Wall-hung Pan 
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat
H360 x W350 x Projection 525mm
CPA005  £247
Suitable for use with Concealed Cistern 
Wall-hung Frame (see page 30)
XTY015  £199

850mm Basin and 
Semi Pedestal
H470 x W850 x D450mm
CGR003  £297

650mm Basin and 
Semi Pedestal
H470 x W650 x D450mm
CGR001  £266

Mirrors

650mm Basin and 
Full Pedestal
H860 x W650 x D450mm
CGR002  £238

850mm Basin and 
Full Pedestal
H860 x W850 x D450mm
CGR004  £269

520mm Basin and 
Full Pedestal
H860 x W520 x D420mm
CBA003  £136

NEW

Flush-to-wall Pan and Cistern 
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat. 
Featuring fully equipped factory-fitted cistern 
with water-saving dual-flush mechanism
H805 x W380 x Projection 640mm Pan H440mm
CPC001  £425

Flush-to-wall Compact Pan and Cistern
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat. Featuring 
fully equipped factory-fitted cistern with 
water-saving dual-flush mechanism 
H805 x W380 x Projection 585mm  
Pan H440mm
CPC002  £436

Semi Flush-to-wall Short Projection 
Pan and Cistern
Includes top-fix toilet seat. 
Featuring fully equipped factory-fitted cistern 
with water-saving dual-flush mechanism 
H745 x W350 x Projection 610mm  
Pan H390mm
CPA003  CCI002  £274.50

NEW
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Square Wall-hung Pan
Includes top-fix soft-close 
toilet seat
H360 x W350 x Projection 525mm
CPA005  £247
Suitable for use with Concealed 
Cistern Wall-hung Frame 
(see page 30)
XTY015  £199

BAINBRIDGE
The Bainbridge range offers complete flexibility 
for your bathroom, with both wall-mounted and 
floor-mounted options available. The contemporary 
soft square design brings a modern feel and 
co-ordinates perfectly with our square pans.

All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk. 

Flush-to-wall Pan and Cistern 
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat. 
Featuring fully equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism
H805 x W380 x Projection 640mm  
Pan H440mm
CPC001  £425

Basin and Cistern flush button feature 
Hudson Reed branding

600 Basin and Full Pedestal
H850 x W600 x D450mm
CBA002  £199

520 Basin and Full Pedestal
H860 x W520 x D420mm
CBA003  £136

600 Basin and Semi Pedestal
H472 x W600 x D450mm
CBA001  £205

520 Basin and Semi Pedestal
H472 x W520 x D420mm
CBA004  £169

The wide tap deck offers additional 
space for your toiletries.

520mm wide basin, ideal for smaller 
bathrooms.

Mirrors

NEW

NEW

Flush-to-wall Compact Pan 
and Cistern 
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat. 
Featuring fully equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism
H805 x W380 x Projection 585mm  
Pan H440mm
CPC002  £436

NEW

585mm
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All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk. 

Bottle trap sold separately – see page 194. 
Waste options – see page 194.

LAVISH
If you prefer curves to straight 
lines, why not go for the Lavish 
basin? The polymarble basin 
tapers at the base to use minimum 
floor space and provides a 
contemporary alternative to the 
standard basin and pedestal.

SEVEN
The Seven Basin is a spectacular 
addition to our furniture range 
and is sure to be an eye-catching 
focal point in any bathroom. 
The polymarble minimalist design 
is a perfect match for any Hudson 
Reed tap.

Lavish Basin 
H850 x W610 x D510mm
BAS034  £599

Shown with: Round Wall-hung Pan
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat 
H415 x W355 x Projection 510mm
CPA004  £302

Concealed Cistern Wall-hung Frame
Suitable for use with wall-hung pans 
XTY015  £199

Radius Motion Sensor Mirror 
DIA 600 x D45mm
LQ022  £210

Rhyme Mono Basin Mixer without waste 
RHY305  £107

Seven Basin 
H835 x W580 x D467mm
BAS029  £526

Shown with: 
Strike Mono Basin Mixer 
without waste  
STR315  £165

HIVE
The stunning Hive freestanding 
basin will be the focal point of 
your bathroom with its tapered 
design and unique tiered styling. 
The soft curves of the basin 
perfectly complement the 
new Optic mirror.

Mirrors

NEW

Hive Basin 
H820 x W600 x D450mm
BAS037  £735

Shown with:
Optic Motion Sensor LED Mirror 
T9 40W fluorescent lamp
H700 x W500 x D50mm
LQ061  £232

Cloud 9 Mono Basin 
Mixer without waste
CLO305  £167
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NEW NEW

585mm  

All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk. 

PANS AND CISTERNS
Complete your Hudson Reed 
bathroom with our range of 
contemporary close-coupled pans 
with cisterns, back-to-wall and  
wall-hung pans. This range has been 
specifically designed to co-ordinate 
with any of the stunning furniture 
and sanitaryware available.

Back-to-wall Pan 
Includes top-fix soft-close 
toilet seat
H395 x W364 x  
Projection 565mm   
CPA011  £245
Suitable for use with 
back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

Back-to-wall Pan  
Includes top-fix toilet seat
H400 x W350 x  
Projection 520mm
CPA001  £180
Suitable for use with 
back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

Back-to-wall Pan
Including soft-close seat
H420 x W350 x  
Projection 520mm
NCR306  £223
Suitable for use with 
back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

Back-to-wall Pan
Including soft-close seat 
H410 x W380 x  
Projection 520mm
CBU005  £185
Suitable for use with 
back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

Back-to-wall Pan
Including soft-close seat  
and fixing kit 
H410 x W380 x  
Projection 520mm
CAL005  £222
Suitable for use with 
back-to-wall units 
(see pages 34-52)

BACK-TO-WALL
These pans are for use with any of our back-to-wall units, helping them co-ordinate with furniture and concealing  
all pipework.

Flush-to-wall Pan  
and Cistern
Includes soft-close seat. 
Featuring fully equipped 
factory-fitted cistern with 
water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism
H860 x W360 x  
Projection 710mm   
Pan H390mm
CPA002  CCI001  £450

NEW NEWWall-hung Pan
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat
H415 x W355 x Projection 510mm   
CPA004  £302

Wall-hung Pan
Including soft-close seat
H385 x W350 x Projection 520mm
CFA004  £229

Wall-hung Pan  
Includes top-fix soft-close toilet seat
H360 x W350 x Projection 525mm
CPA005  £247

Wall-hung Pan
Including soft-close seat and fixing kit
H520 x W380 x Projection 415mm
CBU004  £185

WALL-HUNG
These pans give the illusion of a bigger bathroom by showing more floor space and are a contemporary alternative  
to a standard pan. Suitable for use with concealed wall-hung frame, these pans make your bathroom easier to clean.

FLUSH-TO-WALL 
These pans fit snugly against the wall, concealing the soil pipe and making them easier to clean.

Dual-flush 
Cistern 
XTY014  £37.90

Universal Access 
Dual-flush Cistern 
Easy access for 
maintenance 
XTY016  £51

Concealed Cistern 
Wall-hung Frame
Suitable for use with 
wall-hung pans
XTY015  £199

Back-to-wall Pan Brackets
E379  £6.15

Pan and Cistern Accessories

Mirrors

SEMI FLUSH-TO-WALL 
Conceals unsightly pipework and is easy to install.

NEW Flush-to-wall Compact 
Pan and Cistern 
Includes top-fix soft-close 
toilet seat. Featuring fully 
equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving 
dual-flush mechanism
H805 x W380 x  
Projection 585mm  
Pan H440mm
CPC002  £436

NEW NEW

Flush-to-wall Pan  
and Cistern
Including soft-close seat and  
fixing kit. Featuring fully  
equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving 
dual-flush mechanism
H820 x W381 x  
Projection 640mm
CAL003  £355

Flush-to-wall Pan  
and Cistern
Including soft-close seat 
and fixing kit. Featuring 
fully equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving 
dual-flush mechanism
H820 x W381 x  
Projection 640mm
CBU003  £319

Flush-to-wall Pan  
and Cistern 
Includes top-fix soft-close 
toilet seat. Featuring fully 
equipped factory-fitted 
cistern with water-saving 
dual-flush mechanism
H805 x W380 x  
Projection 640mm  
Pan H440mm
CPC001  £425

NEW

Flush-to-wall Pan  
and Cistern
Including soft-close seat. 
Featuring fully equipped 
factory-fitted cistern with 
water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism
H830 x W350 x  
Projection 630mm
CFA003  £381

Semi Flush-to-wall Short 
Projection Pan  
and Cistern
Includes top-fix toilet seat. 
Featuring fully equipped 
factory-fitted cistern with 
water-saving dual-flush 
mechanism 
H745 x W350 x  
Projection 610mm   
Pan H390mm
CPA003  CCI002 
£274.50

COMPACT FLUSH-TO-WALL 
Ideal for bathrooms with less space.
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